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How to distinguish between interacting and noninter-
acting molecules in tunnel junctions †

Miguel A. Sierra,a David Sánchez,a Alvar R. Garriguesb, Enrique del Barcob, Lejia
Wangc,d and Christian A. Nijhuisd,e

Recent experiments demonstrate a temperature control of the electric conduction through a
ferrocene-based molecular junction. Here we examine the results in view of determining means
to distinguish between transport through single-particle molecular levels or via transport channels
split by Coulomb repulsion. Both transport mechanisms are similar in molecular junctions given
the similarities between molecular intralevel energies and the charging energy. We propose an
experimentally testable way to identify the main transport process. By applying a magnetic field
to the molecule, we observe that an interacting theory predicts a shift of the conductance reso-
nances of the molecule whereas in the noninteracting case each resonance is split into two peaks.
The interaction model works well in explaining our experimental results obtained in a ferrocene-
based single-molecule junction, where the charge degeneracy peaks shift (but do not split) under
the action of an applied 7-Tesla magnetic field. This method is useful for a proper characterization
of the transport properties of molecular tunnel junctions.

1 Introduction
A molecular tunnel junction comprises molecules trapped be-
tween bulk metallic electrodes. These systems include electro-
migrated single-electron transistors1–4, scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy break-junctions5,6, and self-assembled monolayers of
molecules7–16. The energy spectrum of the molecule is charac-
terized by both the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and the lower unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). When the
HOMO or the LUMO aligns with the Fermi level of the leads EF

within a certain tunnel broadening Γ, charge carriers can reso-
nantly tunnel through the molecule17. Tuning of the relative po-
sition of the molecular levels with respect to EF can be effectively
achieved with a capacitively coupled gate electrode.

Since the level spacing between molecular levels ∆ is typically
large in molecular junctions, size quantization effects can be ob-
served even at room temperature provided that kBT < ∆. How-
ever, the transport properties of the tunnel junction depend on T
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because the electric current is a function of the electronic occupa-
tion at the leads, which is governed by a Fermi-Dirac distribution.
The system response to both temperature and a bias voltage V ap-
plied across the leads has been investigated in different classes of
molecules: molecular diodes11,18–20, molecular wires21–25 and
biomolecules26–29.

Due to the small size of molecules, in many occasions it is cru-
cial to take into account an additional energy scale. In incoherent
tunneling processes for molecules weakly coupled to the attached
metals (i.e., for junction conductances smaller than e2/h), charge
carriers spend much time inside the molecule and Coulomb re-
pulsion effects thus become relevant. This leads to regions with
suppressed transport within the current–voltage characteristics of
the molecular transistor (Coulomb blockade effect)30. There-
fore, electrons flow through the molecule only when their en-
ergy is larger than the charging energy U . A key signature of
Coulomb blockade is the appearance at kBT < U of areas of for-
bidden transport (commonly referred as “Coulomb diamonds") in
the differential conductance curves as a function of source-drain
and gate voltages. Coulomb blockade has been reported in molec-
ular single-electron transistors1 as well as in different solid-state
systems31–34.

Garrigues et al.4 have recently investigated the temperature de-
pendence of charge transport across a ferrocene-based molecular
transistor. They found that, when T increases, the magnitude of
the charge degeneracy points associated to current maxima de-
creases while the inverse behavior is observed for the current val-
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leys. A noninteracting theoretical model that takes into account
two single-particle levels in the molecule showed good agreement
with the experimental data. Nevertheless, ∆ and U can be of
the same order. Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to
determine whether transport is due to noninteracting (indepen-
dent electrons) or interacting (Coulomb blockade) physics. In
this work, we demonstrate that an interacting theoretical model
can equally well fit the experimental results and hence offer an
alternative explanation for the results found in Ref.4.

Our finding promptly triggers the following interesting ques-
tion: How could one distinguish between both transport mecha-
nisms (noninteracting case and Coulomb blockade) in a particular
molecular junction setup? We stress that this question is unique
to molecular devices since quantum dot systems exhibit charging
energies much larger than the mean level spacing34. In molecu-
lar tunnel junctions, the level spacing is comparable to the charg-
ing energy, making it difficult to differentiate between the two
cases. Here, we suggest that an externally applied magnetic field
would serve as a tool to discern between the two transport mech-
anisms. Our proposal is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the top panel we
depict a molecule with two single-particle quantum levels (ε1 and
ε2) coupled to two electrodes (L and R). The linear conductance
would then show two peaks that are spin-split under the action of
a magnetic field (top-right panel). The interacting counterpart is
sketched in the lower panel where we consider one quantum level
ε1 and charging energy U . Due to Coulomb repulsion induced
splitting, two conductance peaks are expected at zero magnetic
field (bottom-right panel). Yet, with increasing magnetic field
each resonance is not split but shifts in energy as shown. The dif-
fering current response would allow us to characterize the precise
transport mechanism in a given molecular tunnel junction. Below,
we support this proposal with a nonequilibrium Green function
based calculation that agrees with the experimentally observed
conductance peaks of a ferrocene-based molecular tunnel junc-
tion in the presence of magnetic fields.

2 Theoretical framework
Consider a single molecule coupled to the left, L, and right, R,
metallic electrodes via tunneling barriers. We model the system
with the single-impurity Anderson Hamiltonian,

H = Hmol +Hleads +Htunnel . (1)

First, Hmol describes the electrons in the molecule. For definite-
ness, we focus on the N-th molecular resonance. Its total energy
E is given by the sum of a kinetic part (εN) and a potential term.
The latter originates from the interaction with the surrounding
electrodes (source, drain and gate g terminals). Following stan-
dard electrostatics, we model the coupling between the molecule
and the electrodes with capacitances CL, CR and Cg (constant in-
teraction model). Let µm(N) = E(N)−E(N−1) be the molecular
electrochemical potential. Then,

µm(N) =
(2N−1)e2

2C
− e

CLVL +CRVL +CgVg

C
+ εN , (2)

(C =CL +CR +Cg is the total capacitance). Calculation of µm(N)

"1 + U
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(b)
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Fig. 1 Sketch of our proposal on how to evaluate the importance of
electron-electron interactions in transport through molecules
sandwiched between left (L) and right (R) metallic electrodes (tunnel
junction). (a) The noninteracting case considers two molecular levels ε1
and ε2, which yield two conductance resonances as shown in the right
plot (dashed blue lines). (b) The interacting case encompasses a single
level ε1 and a charging energy U , which also give rise to two
conductance peaks. Remarkably, when a magnetic field B is turned on
the noninteracting resonances split as B increases (red curves) whilst
the interacting peaks shift. This different magnetic response allows us to
characterize the transport mechanism in molecular tunnel junctions. (c)
Schematic of the S-(CH2)4-ferrocenyl-(CH2)4-S molecular tunnel
junction used to test our proposal.

is important because it determines the molecule’s addition en-
ergy, ∆µ(N) = µm(N+1)−µm(N). It is straightforward to see that
∆µm(N) = ∆N + e2/C, where ∆N = εN+1− εN . For the moment, we
consider the spin-degenerate case (we will later discuss magnetic
field effects). Then, εN+1 = εN and the resonance spacing is en-
tirely given by the charging energy U = e2/C. As a consequence,
we can write

Hmol = ∑
σ

εmd†
σ dσ +Ud†

↑d↑d
†
↓d↓ , (3)

where εm = εN−e(CLVL+CRVL+CgVg)/C is the single-particle en-
ergy including possible level renormalizations due to polarization
effects. In Eq. (3) d†

σ (dσ ) is the creation (annihilation) operator
for electrons in the localized level and σ = {↑,↓}.

The metallic electrodes are represented in Eq. (1) by

Hleads = ∑
αkσ

εαkc†
αkσ cαkσ , (4)

where α = L,R and c†
αkσ (cαkσ ) is the creation (annihilation) of

conduction electrons with energy spectrum εαk (k is the wave
number).

Finally, the coupling of the molecule to the electrodes in Eq. (1)
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is described by the tunnel Hamiltonian

Htunnel = ∑
αkσ

tαkc†
αkσ dσ +h.c. , (5)

where tαk is the electronic tunnel amplitude.

3 Electric current

The current can be found from the time evolution of the ex-
pected value of the occupation in one of the electrodes: Iα =

−ed〈nα (t)〉/dt, where nα = c†
αkσ cαkσ . Due to charge conservation

in the steady state, one has IL+IR = 0 and this implies that current
can be calculated in one of the electrodes only: I ≡ IL. Applying
the Keldysh-Green’s function formalism38, the electric current in
terms of the transmission function T (ω) becomes

I =
e
h

∫ ∞

−∞
dωT (ω)[ fL(ω)− fR(ω)] , (6)

with fα (ω) = 1/[exp(ω−µα )/kBT +1] the leads’ Fermi-Dirac dis-
tribution with electrochemical potentials µL = εF +eV/2 and µR =

εF − eV/2. The transmission obeys the expression

T (ω) = ∑
σ

ΓLΓRGr
σ ,σ Ga

σ ,σ , (7)

where Γα (ω) = 2πρα |tαk|2 is the tunnel hybridization due to cou-
pling with electrode α (ρα is the density of states for electrode
α). The total broadening is then Γ = ΓL +ΓR. Quite generally, Γ
is a function of energy ω because electron tunneling depends on
the position of each molecular level via the tunnel barrier height.
This is important for the fit of the experimental curves, as we will
discuss below.

In Eq. (7), Gr
σ ,σ (ω) and Ga

σ ,σ (ω) are the Fourier transforms for
the retarded and advanced Green’s function, respectively, of the
molecular system,

Gr
σ ,σ (t, t

′) =− i
h̄

θ(t− t ′)〈[dσ (t),d
†
σ (t
′)]+〉 , (8)

where θ(t − t ′) is the Heaviside function and [· · · ]+ denotes the
anticommutator.

4 Green’s function

In this work we use an approximate expression that works fairly
well for the Coulomb blockade regime. This regime is charac-
terized by strong electron-electron interactions and weak cou-
plings to the electrodes (U > kBT > Γα ). Temperature is mod-
erate such that Kondo correlations can be safely neglected. This
amounts to disregarding both the charge excitation correlators
〈〈dσ d†

σ̄Cαkσ̄ ,d
†
σ 〉〉, 〈〈dσC†

αkσ̄ dσ̄ ,d
†
σ 〉〉 and 〈〈Cαkσ d†

σ̄Cαkσ̄ ,d
†
σ 〉〉, and the

spin correlator 〈〈CαkσC†
αkσ̄ dσ̄ ,d

†
σ 〉〉. Then, the equation-of-motion

technique39 leads to the following system of equations in the

Fourier space

(ω− εm)Gr
σ ,σ = 1+∑

αk
t∗αkGr

αkσ ,σ +U〈〈dσ nσ̄ ,d
†
σ 〉〉 , (9)

(ω− εm−U)〈〈dσ nσ̄ ,d
†
σ 〉〉= 〈nσ̄ 〉+∑

αk
t∗αk〈〈Cαkσ nσ̄ ,d

†
σ 〉〉 , (10)

(ω− εαk)〈〈Cαkσ nσ̄ ,d
†
σ 〉〉= tαk〈〈dσ nσ̄ ,d

†
σ 〉〉 , (11)

which can be readily solved for the retarded Green’s function

Gr
σ ,σ (ω) =

1−〈nσ̄ 〉
ω− εm−Σ

+
〈nσ̄ 〉

ω− εm−U−Σ
, (12)

where Σ'−iΓ/2 and the mean occupation 〈nσ̄ 〉 of the molecular
level is evaluated from

〈nσ 〉=
∫

dω
ΓL fL(ω)+ΓR fR(ω)

Γ
ρσ (ω) . (13)

ρσ (ω) =−(1/π)Im[Gr
σ ,σ ] is the molecular level spectral function.

Interestingly, the Green’s function in Eq. (12) shows two poles
despite the fact that we are considering a single molecular level.
These two poles will be resolved in a transport experiment when
U is larger than Γ, which is the typical situation for weakly cou-
pled molecules. Equation (12) is also capable of describing a
strongly coupled molecule (i.e., when Γ�U), in which case the
molecule effectively acts as a noninteracting channel. Therefore,
our equation-of-motion model encompasses a broad variety of sit-
uations provided Kondo physics is not important.

Therefore, in the Coulomb blockade regime (U � Γ) we ex-
pect two resonances in the transmission function separated by
the charging energy U . This situation resembles very much the
case of two molecular levels ε1 and ε2 (e.g., HOMO and LUMO)
used in Ref.4. In fact, the transmission function for two noninter-
acting levels is given by the sum of two Breit-Wigner (Lorentzian)
line shapes (i = 1,2),

T (ω) = ∑
i

γLiγRi

(ω− εi)2 + γ2
i /4

, (14)

which also gives rise to two resonances like Eq. (12). For that rea-
son, it is difficult to tell whether interactions will play a significant
role in the electronic transport through molecules with level spac-
ings |ε2− ε1| of the same order as U . We will below demonstrate
that an external magnetic field helps solve this critical issue.

5 Results
The self-consistent calculation of Eqs. (12) and (13) completely
determines the transmission given by Eq. (7). We will now show
that this solution nicely fits the experimental results of Ref.4.

We take the following functional dependence of Γα versus en-
ergy:

Γα =

{
γα1 if ω < εm +U/2

γα2 if ω > εm +U/2
, (15)

In Fig. 2(a) we plot the experimental data for the measured cur-
rent as a function of the gate voltage at different values of the
background temperature (black curves) for a single S-(CH2)4-
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Fig. 2 (a) Current I as a function of the gate voltage Vg for different
values of the indicated temperatures and a source-drain voltage
V = 10 mV. Experimental (theoretical) results are depicted with black
(blue) curves (experimental data is extracted from Ref. 4). Curves for
different temperature are shifted vertically for the sake of clarity (offset: 5
nA). (b) Calculated current at T = 80 K as a function of both source-drain
bias and gate voltage, showing clear Coulomb diamond regions.

U εN γL1
76 meV 27 meV 0.4 meV
γL2 γR1 γR2
0.4 meV 0.05 meV 0.01 meV
Cg CL CR
0.525 e/V 5.78 e/V 6.83 e/V

Table 1 Parameters for the molecular transistor used in the theoretical
model.

ferrocenyl-(CH2)4-S molecule tunnel junction [see the schematic
Fig. 1(c)], as reported in Ref.4. We also show (blue lines) the
results of our theoretical model applying the parameters of Ta-
ble 1. (Similar values have been reported elsewhere40–42.) We
observe two different peaks in I(Vg). The first peak arises when
the molecule energy level aligns the electrochemical potential
of one of the leads, εm ' µα . In contrast to the noninteracting
model4, the second peak here is not associated with a second
molecular level but with a split resonance due to electron-electron
interaction [the U resonance in Eq. (12)]. With increasing T the
height of the peaks smoothly decreases in both the experiment
results and the numerical modeling. This further reinforces the
possibility that Coulomb repulsion should be relevant in molec-
ular transport at temperatures kBT < U . Figure 2(b) shows the
current as a function of both gate and source-drain voltages for
T = 80 K. We find clearly visible Coulomb diamonds within which
transport is blockaded until |eV | is higher than U . In the limit
|eV | �U current saturates to the maximum value dictated by the
double-barrier resonant-tunneling device.

Temperature effects on the current across the molecule are
shown in Fig. 3 for several values of the gate voltage. For Vg =

−0.3 V, which corresponds to the low-energy peak in Fig. 2(a),
the current decreases with T as expected from the degeneracy
point. When the molecular resonance aligns with the electrode

100 150 200
T (K)

0

1
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4

5

I
(n

A
)

Vg = − 1. 5 V 

Vg = − 0. 7 V 

Vg = − 0. 3 V 

Vg = 0. 9 V 

Fig. 3 (a) Current at Vsd = 10 meV as a function of the background
temperature T for different gate voltage values. Solid lines correspond
to our theoretical model while data points show the experimental results
of Ref. 4. We use the model parameters used from Table 1

electrochemical potential (Vg = −0.7 V), the current is rather in-
sensitive to T . Finally, in the Coulomb blockade valley [to the left
(Vg = −1.5 V) or the right (Vg = 0.9 V) of the current peak] the
current in fact increases as T raises. We note that the agreement
between theory and experiment is good in all cases (within the
experimental error bars, not shown here) except for high tem-
peratures since in this case dephasing and inelastic scattering is
more likely to occur in the molecular bridge and our transport
theory breaks down. On the other hand, our results are valid as
long as temperature is not exceedingly small since higher order
co-tunneling processes (e.g., Kondo correlations) could then take
place when the Fc units are strongly hybridized with the elec-
trodes via, e.g., shortened alkyl side-arms.

6 Discussion
We thus have two competing models that describe well the ex-
perimental results. In the interacting picture as discussed above,
the splitting of the molecular resonance is attributed to Coulomb
blockade. In contrast, the noninteracting model employed in
Ref.4 points to two independent molecular resonances. Strikingly,
both theories show a temperature-dependent tunnel current com-
patible with the experiments. The problem we now face is how to
distinguish between these two explanations. We propose that a
magnetic field applied to the junction would constitute a reliable
test.

An external magnetic field B induces a Zeeman interaction in
the molecule. In the interacting model, this implies that Eq. (2)
becomes43

µm(N) =
(2N−1)e2

2C
−e

CLVL +CRVL +CgVg

C
+εN +∆SgµBB , (16)

where ∆S = SN
z − SN−1

z , with SN
z the total spin of the molecule.

Clearly, if the spin raises when adding an electron (∆S > 0), this
leads to a negative voltage shift of the peak associated to µm(N)

(because Vg must decrease to compensate), while if the spin low-
ers (∆S < 0) the peak shifts to higher voltage values with increas-
ing B (we assume a positive g factor; for negative g as in GaAs
dots, see Ref.44). Our argument then shows that in the inter-
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Fig. 4 (a) Conductance G at T = 4 K as a function of the gate voltage Vg
for different values of the Zeeman splitting ∆B in the interacting model.
We take two molecular levels with spacing ∆ = 140 meV 4, each split
due to Coulomb repulsion. The couplings for the second level ε2 are
taken the same as for ε1. Black arrows show how the peaks shift with
increasing ∆B. (b) Same as (a) but in the noninteracting model with four
single-particle resonances, which spin split as ∆B enhances. The
couplings for the third (fourth) level ε3 (ε4) are taken the same as for ε1
(ε2). Insets: leftmost conductance peaks from the main panels are
zoomed in for better visualization.

acting case two consecutive conductance peaks will alternatively
attract or repel each other. For a given energy level the peak sep-
aration increases as U + 2∆B, where 2∆B = gµBB is the Zeeman
splitting, whereas for different energy levels the peak separation
decreases as ∆+U −2∆B. In stark contrast, in the noninteracting
model each peak corresponds to a given energy level [four lev-
els displayed in Fig. 4(b)], which split symmetrically under the
action of a magnetic field (Zeeman splitting). Therefore, a mag-
netic field makes it possible to distinguish between two molecular
resonances separated by either charging effects or quantum con-
finement.

The differing response to the presence of magnetic fields leads
to distinct conductance curves for the interacting and the nonin-
teracting cases. In the interacting theory, the level εm in Eq. (12)
becomes spin dependent, εmσ = εm + s∆B with s =+ (−) for σ =↑
(↓). In the noninteracting approach, both molecular levels in
Eq. (14) become spin dependent as εi→ εiσ . The peak amplitude
depends on T and the particular choice of γ and is thus sample-
dependent (e.g., in the Electronic Supplementary Information†

we show that a different choice of γ causes the lower resonance
to have a smaller amplitude compared to the Coulomb-shifted
one, in contrast to Fig. 4).

The effects of the magnetic field in both models are shown in
Fig. 4. We depict the electric conductance G = (dI/dV )|V=0 as a
function of the gate voltage for different values of the Zeeman
strength ∆B. For interacting particles [Fig. 4(a) for two energy
levels ε1 and ε2 with interaction] the G peak separation expands

1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5
Vg(V)

0

2

4

G
 (

n
S
)

B= 0 T

B= 7 T

Fig. 5 Experimental differential conductance measurement of a
ferrocene-based single molecular tunnel junction for two values of the
magnetic field B at a voltage bias of |Vsd |= 80 mV. Clearly, both
conductance peaks are shifted as B increases, which suggests that
charging effects are the main transport mechanism.

or shrinks as ∆B increases, as anticipated above. This is a clear
manifestation of a Coulomb-blockade split resonance. Contrary
to this case, the interacting model [Fig. 4(b) for four energy levels
ε1, ε2, ε3 and ε4 without interaction] leads to peak splittings when
B is such that ∆B ' Γ.

To test our theoretical predictions, a room temperature
electromigration-breaking three-terminal single-electron transis-
tor with Au bias-drain electrodes and Al/Al2O3 back gates
was used to study an individual S-(CH2)4-ferrocenyl-(CH2)4-S
molecule [Fig. 1(c)] at low temperature (see Ref.4 for details on
device fabrication). Note that the molecules investigated in Ref.4

were not tested with a magnetic field since its effect would not
be observable at the lowest temperature (80 K) employed in that
study. Figure 5 shows the differential conductance as a function of
gate voltage through the ferrocene-based single molecule junction
obtained in the absence of magnetic field (blue data) and with a
7-Tesla field applied (red data). The measurements were obtained
at T = 4 K with a bias voltage of 80 mV. Two peaks are clearly vis-
ible at Vg = −1.95 V and 0.65 V. Upon application of a magnetic
field, the peaks shift in voltage approaching each other (see the
stability plot in the Electronic Supplementary Information†). One
possible scenario is that the magnetic field drags the ferrocene
unit slightly, hence distorting the molecule and changing its cou-
pling to the electrodes and gate. However, it is unlikely that this
effect leads to such a large change in potential energy since it
would change the transport excitation slopes, which is not ob-
served in our data. Additionally, strain-induced changes in the
electrostatic coupling of the molecule will not discriminate levels
according to its spin value. We next argue that the most natural
explanation is in terms of charging effects.

We first notice that the peaks in Fig. 5 do not Zeeman split
under the action of the magnetic field, as it would be expected
from two distinct charge degeneracy points arising from two dif-
ferent molecular levels. Instead, the peaks shift, conferring them
a Coulomb blockade nature resulting from strong charging en-
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ergy effects (as explained above). The gate voltage shifts are ac-
tually pretty similar for both peaks. For the left peak in Fig. 5 is
+18 mV, while for the right peak is −19 mV. Indeed, using the
coupling capacitances of the molecule with the respective elec-
trodes, extracted from measurements at different bias voltages,
the observed shift in gate voltage for each peak gives ∆S = −1/2
for the left peak in Fig. 5 and ∆S = +1/2 for the right peak (i.e.
a net spin change of 1

2 as it corresponds to adding an electron
into the molecule). However, the peaks do not repel from each
other in increasing magnetic field, as would be expected if orig-
inated from the same Coulomb-blockade energy level splitting.
This means that the two observed peaks belong to two different
Coulomb-blockaded energy levels, whose corresponding pairs lie
beyond the measuring gate voltage window in this measurement.
It is very likely that the associated charge states from left to right
in Fig. 5 correspond to Fe3+, Fe2+ and Fe+1. (Note that the Fe+1

state can be observed at low temperatures similarly to the work
of de Leon et al. in Ref.41.) In any case, the observation of the
gate voltage shift under the action of a magnetic field allows the
unequivocal association of the differential conductance peaks to
charging effects, and showcases a magnetic field as a powerful
tool to determine the nature of transport excitations in single-
molecule junctions.

7 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have shown that the temperature-dependent
transport properties of molecular tunnel junctions can be ex-
plained using a fully interacting model that takes into account
Coulomb blockade effects. Since a noninteracting theory with
two molecular levels also agrees with the experimental data, it
is natural to ask what the nature of a real resonance is. We have
suggested that an externally applied magnetic field can be used as
a transport spectroscopy tool that distinguishes between the two
models. Employing values extracted from the experiment, we find
that the conductance peaks of a molecular bridge with Coulomb
interactions shift as the magnetic field increases while in the non-
interacting case the transmission resonances are all Zeeman split.
Finally, we report on conductance measurements in the presence
of a magnetic field that point to Coulomb-blockaded resonances
in a ferrocene-based molecular tunnel junction. Since charging
energies are expected to be similar in molecular tunnel junctions,
the interaction model is likely to apply in most transport experi-
ments where molecules are in the weak coupling regime. In our
case, the ferrocenyl units are weakly coupled to the electrodes
due to the insulating character of the alkyl chains. Our work thus
represents an important contribution that will help identify the
transport regime of molecular junction experiments.
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ADDITIONAL MEASUREMENTS

The experiments were done for a fixed bias near zero and by sweeping the gate voltage continuously in order to
increase the definition of the peaks associated to crossing the charge degeneracy points. This is standard procedure
when checking if there are molecules present in the nano-transistors, and we used it here to minimize the time
between measurements with and without magnetic field. Molecules in electromigrated three-terminal junctions are
very unstable, and frequently move, changing their coupling to the transistor leads. This was actually the case of the
molecule measured here.

We have measurements of the diamond for one of the charge degeneracy points of this molecule (see Fig. 1), where
one can see how all excitations are equally affected by a magnetic field. Although not with the same precision than
in the measurements for a single bias potential, the shift can be clearly resolved in these results, which show that the
shift affects equally all excitations and that there is no Zeeman splitting (at least not comparable to the observed
shift). Note that for these measurements, the molecule has already moved with respect to the measurements presented
in the main text, and the first charge degeneracy point appears now at around Vg = −1.5 V for both fields (−0.95 V
in the measurements included in the main text).

FIG. 1: Excitations in the presence of a magnetic field.

ADDITIONAL CALCULATIONS

The detailed amplitude ratio depends on the molecules coupling to the metallic reservoirs. For Γ � kBT the peak
height is proportional to Γ1Γ2 and inversely proportional to temperature [1]. In general, the couplings are Porter-
Thomas distributed and therefore the peak amplitudes fluctuate. Below, we present in Fig. 2 theoretical conductance
curves where we used different values of γ. Our results show that the lower resonance has a smaller amplitude
compared to the Coulomb-shifted one.

[1] C. W. J. Beenakker, Phys. Rev. B 44, 1646 (1991).
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FIG. 2: Conductance curves for different values of the tunnel couplings: γL1 = 0.01 meV, γR1 = 0.4 meV, γL2 = 0.05 meV and
γR2 = 0.4 meV. We use the couplings for ε2 in (a) the same as for ε1 while in (b) the couplings for the third (fourth) level ε3
(ε4) are taken the same as for ε1 (ε2).


